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ATTENTION BUILDS  
FOR SCREENWRITING GURU JILL CHAMBERLIAN 

And HER NUTSHELL TECHNIQUE 

Film industry insiders praise new approach to story construction, 
with appearances and courses filling up through end of 2016 

AUSTIN, Texas — The film world is taking notice of screenwriting expert Jill 
Chamberlain and lining up to learn more of the lessons laid out in her 
groundbreaking book The Nutshell Technique – Crack The Secret of Successful 
Screenwriting (University of Texas Press). 



Acclaimed upon its spring debut, her book was instantly named an Amazon Hot 
New Release, and Hollywood insiders and screenwriting authorities have sought 
out Chamberlain for her insights ever since. 
 
A recent article in Creative Screenwriting magazine looked at Chamberlain’s 
methods for creating compelling, engrossing screenplays. Editor Sam Roads said 
about her book, “it’s a clever, fresh way of analyzing structure. I’ve added The 
Nutshell Technique to my own writing toolbox.” 
 
The interview, which is available at http://creativescreenwriting.com/nutshell, 
features Chamberlain sharing valuable material, such as: 
 

• The secret to how to create an ending that both surprises and satisfies an 
audience 

• The critical difference between a story and a situation, which is a concept 
that eludes even experienced writers 

• Examples of her exclusive story “Nutshell”: the schematic she invented to 
diagram the central story of films 
 

Those lessons and Chamberlain’s technique come from studying hundreds of 
feature films and over a decade of working with screenwriters on how to improve 
their craft. 
 
“I discovered in my work as script doctor that 99 percent of first-time screenwriters 
failed to tell a story,” Chamberlain said. “I created the Nutshell Technique to give 
writers a straightforward, visual means to identify whether or not they had all the 
elements required to successfully tell a story.” 
 
Chamberlain’s technique is the biggest advancement in screenwriter training in 
decades and pushes past stale, old conceits and “conventional wisdom” that has 
been entrenched in Hollywood screenwriting dogma for years. 
 
Chamberlain has earned wide praise for the new approach in The Nutshell 
Technique and has sold-out appearances and presentations scheduled for industry 
audiences throughout the fall, including ones at The Writers Store in Burbank, 
Calif., (Nov. 12) The Hatchery Press in Los Angeles (Nov. 10), and  Austin Film 
Festival (Oct. 13-16) and Austin Screenwriters Group (Sept. 24) in Austin. 
 
Chamberlain is also in demand as an instructor and this fall teaches screenwriting 
via video conferencing at University of Houston’s Jack J. Valenti School of 
Communication. Additionally, she continues her professional training program for 
writers, The Screenplay Workshop with Jill Chamberlain, which counts among its 
alumni professional screenwriters who have optioned and sold screenplays, 

http://creativescreenwriting.com/nutshell/


secured management and representation, and have seen their work made into 
award-winning feature films. 

Fellow screenwriters and industry professionals are praising Chamberlain for 
pulling no punches when it comes to shining a light on how to craft a screenplay 
that sings. “This is a book you can begin working from immediately,” said Glenn 
Gers, who wrote Fracture starring Ryan Gosling and Anthony Hopkins. “It’s a 
detailed, focused, ferociously practical method for structuring a screenplay. Author 
Jill Chamberlain shows you exactly how to get the work done.” 

The audience for The Nutshell Technique – Crack The Secret of Successful 
Screenwriting looks set to grow in a big way with the University of Texas Press’ 
sale of Chinese translation rights for the book. That move will make it available in 
China beginning in 2018, putting it in front of the second-largest film market in the 
world. 

About Jill Chamberlain: Jill Chamberlain is a sought-after screenplay expert, 
story consultant and coach, and author of the new book, The Nutshell Technique: 
Crack the Secret of Successful Screenwriting (University of Texas Press, 2016). 
She founded The Screenplay Workshop with Jill Chamberlain in 2006 and has 
worked with over 1,000 screenwriters around the globe. 

Chamberlain serves on the adjunct faculty at Maryland Institute College of Art and 
University of Houston, and has been a guest lecturer at Parsons School of Design, 
the University of Texas at Austin, Austin Film Society, The Writer’s Garret, Reel 
Women, Writers’ League of Texas, Austin School of Film, and Austin 
Screenwriters Group. She studied in the graduate film program at Columbia 
University, where she also earned her bachelor’s degree in English. 

Jill Chamberlain 
Founding Director of The Screenplay Workshop with Jill Chamberlain: 
AUTHOR: The Nutshell Technique: Crack the Secret to Successful Screenwriting 
SCRIPT CONSULTANT & PRESENTER: www.jillchamberlain.com  
GROUP WRITING WORKSHOPS: www.thescreenplayworkshop.org 
~ Read about Jill’s new book: in Creative Screenwriting magazine  
~ Watch the book trailer ~ 

For media contact: Jill McGuckin, 512.217.9404, jill@mcguckinpr.com 
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